
 

Connect Pay Implementation 
 
Intro: The objective of this document is to describe the step-by-step implementation of 
ConnectPay iOS SDK in XCode 8 projects. 
 
Overview: The installation will be done through the addition of two main framework files to the 
project: 

- ConnectPay.framework 
- PayWithMyBank.framework 

ConnectPay SDK has PayWithMyBank.framework as a dependency that must be added to the 
project by the user. 
 
Simple Step-by-Step Setup on Sample App: 

1. Create XCode Project (ex. Single View Application) 
2. Optional: Drag and Drop sample MenuController Swift file and MenuController 

Storyboard view to test out SDK's methods in sample app. Detailed description below. 
3. Drag and Drop PayWithMyBank.framework into project in XCode. Be sure to check the 

option 'Copy Items if Needed'. 
4. Drag and Drop ConnectPay.framework into project in XCode. Be sure to check the 

option 'Copy Items if Needed'. 
5. As the ConnectPay.framework has embedded resources, you will need to add it in the 

'Embedded Binaries' section in the 'General' tab of the target application. Before doing 
so, you can go ahead and remove it from the 'Linked Frameworks and Libraries' section 
(it is added automatically to it when dragging and dropping - it will appear again once 
you add it as an embedded binary). 

6. Presto! You are done :) 
 
Detailed Step-by-Step Setup with Images: 

1. Create XCode Project (ex. Single View Application) 
2. Optional: Drag and Drop sample MenuController Swift file and MenuController 

Storyboard view to test out SDK's methods in sample app. 



 

 

 
The MenuController UIViewController in the sample app has three outlets: 



 

- enrollmentLabel: shows the enrollmentId received either from the regular enrollment 
process of PWMB enrollment. 

- amountLabel: input label where user may input amount he wishes to transact. 
It also uses ConnectPay's three main methods: 

- Instantiation of ConnectPay's client class: FirstApiClient(apiKey: String, token: String, 
apiUrl: String, apiSecret: String, controller: UIViewController). Test apiKey, token, apiUrl 
and apiSecret can be seen above. 

- regularEnrollment: assigned here to the segue fired by a UIButton, it calls the 
RegularEnrollment process. 

- performEnrollmentWithPayWithMyBank: assigned here to the segue fire by another 
UIButton, it calls the PayWithMyBank enrollment process. 

- performTransaction: After enrolled by either one of the two ways available, user uses 
this method to perform transactions through ConnectPay. 

This is the sample UIView for the MenuController: 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Drag and Drop PayWithMyBank.framework into project in XCode. Be sure to check the 
option 'Copy Items if Needed'. 

 



 

 
 

4. Drag and Drop ConnectPay.framework into project in XCode. Be sure to check the 
option 'Copy Items if Needed'. 

 



 

 
 

5. As the ConnectPay.framework has embedded resources, you will need to add it in the 
'Embedded Binaries' section in the 'General' tab of the target application. Before doing 
so, you can go ahead and remove it from the 'Linked Frameworks and Libraries' section 
(it is added automatically to it when dragging and dropping - it will appear again once 
you add it as an embedded binary) 



 

 

 
6. Done! 


